An exact expression for the probability P (n) of Stark mixing transitions between arbitrary angular momentum states and within the same energy shell n, as a result of a collision with a slow charged projectile at large impact parameters is presented. The formula obtained is compact and easy to use for numerical evaluations even for very large quantum numbers (n ∼ 100). A classical approximation is directly obtained and compared with the exact quantal result in the limit of large n. Two distinct sets of quantal oscillations are predicted.
In a previous letter, Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000a) provided a new quantal theory in a fixed reference frame for the probabilities P (n) for the full array n → n of transitions induced by collisions between H(n ), or any Rydberg atom, and an ion of charge Ze at ultralow energies. The conventional approach to this problem consists in solving a coupled-channel system of n 2 differential equations. For large n, this task becomes prohibitively difficult even when some simplification can be introduced, such as that, for example, by Beigman and Syrkin (1985) . A time-evolution operator method (Pfennig 1971 ) depends on the roots of an algebraic equation of degree n 2 so that, in general, it is not possible to obtain analytical results and it was only applied to transitions between the parabolic states of the n = 2 shell. The alternative method proposed by Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000a) exploits the rich dynamical SO(4) symmetry of H(n ) to solve the problem exactly in the fixed-frame representation. A similar approach by Kazansky and Ostrovsky (1996a, b) was successful only for the special case of n0 → n transitions. The solution presented by Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000a) has the advantage that the full array P (n) of transition probabilities is obtained at once for a given velocity and impact parameter of the projectile. Moreover, analytical expressions were obtained for low n. Numerical results were possible for low to intermediate n ≈ 30. The present letter reports a significant advance to what was previously obtained. An exact analytical expression for the quantal probabilities P (n) is now presented for any n.
The remarkable simplicity of the result allows both accurate numerical results for very large n ≈ 100, and an immediate classical limit. The target Rydberg atom is described by the Pauli-Lenz vector operator A and the angular momentum vector operator L. The projectile with velocity v along the z-axis, internuclear vector R and impact parameter b is characterized by the Stark parameter α = 3Za n v n /2bv, where a n and v n are the average electron-orbit radius and velocity. The adiabatic dipole interaction is V (R) = −Ze 2 r ·R/R 2 , where the averaged vector position of the Rydberg electron of mass m e is r = −3A/(2m e v n ). Under the adiabatic, dipole and classical path assumptions, the Schrödinger equation for the evolution operator in the interaction picture is (Vrinceanu and Flannery 2000a) ih
when time t is replaced, via the relation R 2˙ = −vb, by the angle between R and the (positive) z-axis of a fixed frame. The previous work of Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000a) used the exact solution for U I directly to provide the full array of transition probabilities. However, upon the decomposition L = M + N and A = M − N , the solution separates as
where the operators U M and U N are defined by
and where
is the polar angle swept out by R within the time interval (t − t 0 ). Since the angular momentum-like operators M and N commute, the corresponding evolution operators U M and U N act independently as rotations in carrier spaces of dimension 2j + 1 = n.
The probability for transition → between states with given angular momentum is defined by
where the ( , m) → ( , m ) transition amplitude between angular momentum states within the energy shell of quantum number n is
The tenfold summation within equation (1) can be contracted to yield the following result:
which is compact and involves only one summation. Here {· · ·} is the 6-j symbol for coupling of three angular momenta and H jL is a special matrix element of the irreducible representation of the group O(4). This function (also called the generalized character χ j L , associated with the irreducible representation of the rotation group) is well studied (for example, see the books by Talman (1968) and Varshalovich et al (1988) ). It can be written in terms of ultraspherical polynomials C (α) n as
The angle η is the proper angle of the rotation produced by the successive rotations U −1 N and U M , and is determined from the two-dimensional representation of the product U
The formula given by equation (3) is capable of providing exact numerical results even for large quantum numbers n, in contrast to equation (1) where the number of terms to be summed increases dramatically with n. Moreover, a classical limit of equation (3) can be directly and easily obtained. Note that the capacity of the projectile to produce angular momentum changes is governed solely by the key parameter η, the argument of H jL in equation (3). Since varies with time t, expression (3) furnishes P (n) as a function of t and the Stark parameter α, absorbed within parameter η. It can be shown that both detailed balance (2 + 1)
and probability conservation P (n) = 1 are satisfied. For the special case of zero initial angular momentum, the 6-j symbol is (Varshalovich et al 1988, p 299) 
The probability for 0 → transitions is then
in agreement with Kazansky and Ostrovsky (1996a, b) . Equation (3) may be recast into the interesting form
Since the square of the 6-j symbol is the probability of coupling three angular momenta, a physical interpretation may be given for the above formula. The Stark mixing transition can therefore be seen as a multi-step process involving partial waves of angular momentum L.
The proof of equation (3) is based on standard analytical techniques of rotation algebra. The main steps are represented by the diagrams in figure 1. The conventions adopted are similar to those described in detail by Zare (1988) and by Varshalovich et al (1988) . Only the basic rules are explained here. Every internal line represents a summation over the magnetic quantum number of an angular momentum with the quantum number attached to the line. A double line represents the summation ( j (2j + 1) . . .) over the angular momentum quantum numbers. The coupling of two angular momenta is represented by a vertex with two incoming and one outgoing lines and has associated Clebsch-Gordan coefficient Since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is real, the conjugate symbol with one incoming and two outgoing lines also represents the same coefficient. The m 1 m 2 matrix element of the 2j + 1-representation of rotation R is represented by a directed line with a wavy line attached
The matrix element associated with the inverse rotation R −1 has the same representation but with the direction reversed. Under this simple notation, the amplitude equation (2), for example, has the following representation: (4). (c) This step involves the identity provided by Varshalovich et al (1988) in equation (22), p 260. This formula gives the summation of products of four Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in terms of a double summation over the angular quantum number and the magnetic quantum number of two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients multiplied by two 6-j coefficients represented as tetrahedrons. (d) It is easy to prove that the central object, which has two loops linked by the L-summation (and implicitly an M summation), is a rotational invariant. Therefore, one can choose the direction of the z-axis along the direction of the rotation G. As a rotation about the z-axis, the matrix representation of G is diagonal and the line that links the two loops disappears, since only terms with M = 0 are allowed in the summation represented by this line. The transition probability is then obtained as an L-summation of products of two identical 6-j symbols and two objects which depend only on the angle η, the principal quantum number n and the angular momentum index L. These objects are identical to H jL (η) because, by definition,
A detailed analytical proof of equation (3) has also been derived without utilizing the diagrammatic techniques presented here. The transition probability equation (3) is a polynomial in the variable x = cos η/2. Only even powers occur in this polynomial and, because the L-summation in equation (3) starts with | − |, this polynomial has the factor (1−x 2 ) | − | . Table 1 provides the exact analytical probabilities for transitions within the states with principal quantum number n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. They agree with the expressions obtained previously by Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000a) for n = 2, 3. Expressions for larger values of n have a similar structure and the corresponding polynomials can be easily calculated. In the limit of very large quantum numbers the square of the 6-j symbol reduces (cf Zare, 1988) to 1/(24πV ). In this case, the volume V of the tetrahedron formed by the angular momentum vectors with magnitudes , , L and three vectors of magnitude j as indicated graphically in figure 1, is determined by
The square of the generalized character function H jL (η) has the classical limit obtained by Kazansky and Ostrovsky (1996a) as
Using these two approximations and transforming the L-summation in equation (3) to an integration, the classical limit of the transition probability is obtained. This limit is identical to the probability derived by Vrinceanu and Flannery (2000b) from the classical equations.
Figures 2-4 demonstrate that the classical limit is effective for large quantum numbers. All the examples considered pertain to n = 100 and took a few minutes to produce on a PC. Figures 2 and 3 , for small and large bv, respectively, illustrate that the quantal results oscillate about the classical background. Figure 3 further shows that the quantal result exhibits the characteristic exponential decay in the classical forbidden regions ( < 20 and > 90). The classical singularities are related to the fact that the volume V → 0 for certain combinations of angular momenta. A detailed analysis of the various possible classical patterns is a subject explored elsewhere (Vrinceanu and Flannery 2000b) . Figure 4 illustrates the variation of the probability for large momentum transfer with the angle η. For large bv, when cos η/2 → 1, the transition is classically forbidden and the quantal probability decays exponentially. Small bv implies cos η/2 → 0 and the quantal results oscillate about the classical background. The present theory therefore predicts two distinct sets of oscillations in P (n) (η)-one set evident in the variations with (or ) and the other in the variation with η, i.e. with bv and . An approximation for the 6-j symbol and H jL , more refined than the classical limits given here, should provide closer agreement with the quantal transition probabilities.
The probabilities P (n) What is possibly the last remaining problem in collision physics, capable of an exact solution, has now been solved exactly in closed form. Not only does the present solution reflect the intrinsic mathematical beauty of the problem, it can easily be applied even for large n.
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